Vocabulary Words:

boring  ducked  sense  suppose  tractor

1. Most stories are exciting, but that one is ______________________
2. Dad got a new ____________________ for our farm.
3. The egg did not hit Maria because she _______________________
4. That idea makes good _______________________
5. Yes, I __________________________________ you did your best.

Comprehension

6. What is the genre of this story? poem, folktale, play, fantasy

7. How does the girl describe the class trip? ______________________
   and ______________________

7. Why does the farmer crash his tractor into the haystack? ______________________
   ______________________

8. Why did the farmer yell at the pigs? ______________________
   ______________________

9. In this story the pigs usually eat ______________________
10. Why do the hens start flying around when they see the boa constrictor?

11. What does the girl tell about first in the story?

12. The odd happenings at the farm start because

Who is Mrs. Stanley?

Why does the class leave the farm in a hurry?

13. Which word best describes the class?
   A. wild  B. quiet  C. shy  D. brave

17. What is the setting of the story?

18. What is the author’s purpose?

19. Is the story real or make-believe?